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Gramling/Kennedy Strategy for Southern Victory
The removal of General Lee’s monument from Lee Circle in New Orleans, the toppling and vandalizing
of a Confederate Monument in Durham, NC, and the removal (without a vote of the people) of the
Confederate emblem from the Georgia State Flag happened after our opponents implemented a well
thought-out strategic anti-South plan. The South’s failure of not having a well thought-out and executed
strategic plan made our enemies’ victory possible—in fact, it made it inevitable! It is time for Southern
patriots to go on the offense—put our enemies on the defense. Now is the time for bold leadership or
the history, heritage, and liberty of the South will be consigned to the P.C. dustbin of American history.
Bold leadership is what Paul Gramling is offering the SCV if he is elected the next Commander-in-Chief.
He has assured the Kennedy Twins that his first bold effort will be to appoint Walter D. (Donnie) Kennedy
as Chief of Heritage Operations for the SCV. With this in mind, Paul and the Kennedys have developed
a “Southern Victory Campaign” to be instituted ASAP. For a more detailed review of the Southern Victory
Campaign see page 2 of this newsletter.
One thing is for sure if Southerners continue doing the same things that we have been doing in the
Southern Heritage Movement, we are condemned to utter defeat. One man alone cannot turn the tide of
rabid anti-South activism but one man can provide the leadership needed to not only defend our Heritage
but to regain that which has been lost. Gramling’s Southern Victory Campaign is a long term, strategic
effort to build not only a very positive and favorable attitude about Southern heritage but to grow the SCV
to 50,000 members in four years and 100,000 in ten years. This campaign is a vast public relations (PR)
effort which will only work if current SCV members “walk the walk” as well as “talk the talk.” Every
successful PR campaign depends on proper preparation of the pool of consumers—this is true for selling
soap, cars, or a political campaign. We must avoid the temptation of “hiring an expert” and waste our
limited resources (money) on maintaining said expert while our potential members know very little about
us or our product. For the SCV, the pool of potential members is the general public of the South. Opinion
polls prove it! (See page 4). We must be bold, we must think long-term, and above all, we must be willing
to “walk the walk!” The first step is to elect Paul CIC, the next step is to join with us as we counter-attack!
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Our Duty is to Vindicate the Cause
There is a big difference between vindicating a cause
and apologizing for a cause; a big differnece in
meekly listing your Confederate ancestors and boldly
proclaiming that your Confederate ancestors were
fighting for the right cause—the cause of Southern
Freedom! As SCV members it is our responsibility to
vindicate the Cause for which our ancestors fought—
even if it is politically incorrect and may cause some
to label you as “confrontational,” or “extremists.”
Current events should convince even closet
Confederates that “the Cause of the South is now the
Cause of all Americans.”

SCV LT CIC Paul Gramling & Donnie Kennedy

SOUTHERN VICTORY CAMPAIGN
As pointed out on page one, Paul Gramling and the Kennedy Twins are committed to instituting a
public relations campaign dedicated to inspiring Southerners to defend our heritage, promote our Rights
as Southerners, and restore Confederate flags and monuments which have been removed. As noted
this will not happen overnight, after all, our enemies planned and implemented their dastardly anti-South
plan over 25 years ago. As of this late date, we have but two choices: Go quietly into the shameful
darkness of defeat or institute a long term strategic plan that will awaken our neighbors to the need of
promoting and defending their Southern heritage. For men of honor the first choice is unacceptable,
therefore we are advocating to SCV members the Gramling/Kennedy Southern Victory Campaign.
The objective of this campaign is to motivate SCV members and the general public of the South
to become active defenders of our Heritage and Rights. At this time at least 60-70% of Southerners (this
includes all, not just white people) have a positive view of the South. This number must not be allowed
to dwindle. We must give these people positive reasons for loving the South. Also, we need to encourage
these people to move from the status of passive supporters of their Southern Heritage to becoming active
supporters of the South. How can this be done?
People who are involved in promoting a product, idea, or individual recognize the fact that
information must precede organizing for that product, idea, or individual. With that in mind the Southern
Victory Campaign via Radio Free Dixie will begin running one-minute pro-South ads on radio stations
across the South. These ads will point the general audience to additional pro-South information on our
You Tube channel, Web Site, Face Book, and other social media outlets. How shall this get done?
As Lt. Commander Gramling has pointed out, this cannot be a one or two-man project. To be a
creditable campaign for our Rights (and a creditable threat to our enemies) this must be an effort
supported by the membership of the SCV. With that in mind we propose to form the Confederate
Legion. Initially we will seek 1,000 members from each of the three SCV Armies who will donate $50 a
year. Of the money raised, ninety cents out of every dollar will be spent for positive Southern information.
That amount of money is equal to the cost of one Coke per week for a year. Is that too much to ask of
SCV members in order to take the fight to the enemy? The preceding is just the tip of the iceberg as to
the total plan of the Gramling/Kennedy Southern Victory Campaign. Will you help?
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The Netherlands—Seceding from EU
The photograph to the right was taken April 16,
2018. Cees van der Sande and Pim Boh are from
the Netherlands. They were on a tour of Dixie and
wanted to meet with the authors of The South Was
Right! to discuss the similarities between the
South’s effort to remove itself from the Yankee
Empire and the desire of many in the Netherlands
to remove themselves from the globalist European
Union (EU).
Cees van der Sande is the region five coordinator
of Forum voor Democratie (Form for Democracy)
a new political party in the Netherlands founded by
Thierry Baudet an outspoken opponent of the EU’s
attack on national sovereignty. Some have labeled
him the new face of European Alt/Right.

The photograph and article below is from the
September 2016 report of another visit from two
other folks from the Netherlands.

“Thierry Baudet is the leader of the Forum for
Democracy (FvD), which he founded as a think
tank in 2015. Transformed into a political party
only six months before the March 2017 elections,
the FvD won a surprising 1.8 percent of the vote,
good for two seats. The Dutch electoral system is
strictly representative, making it relatively easy for
small parties to break through but almost
impossible for any single party to win an absolute
majority.” https://www.thenation.com/article/is-dutch-badboy-thierry-baudet-the-new-face-of-the-european-alt-right/

Dutch & American Declaration of Independence
In 1581 the Dutch declared their independence
from Spanish rule: “When a prince oppresses his
people and reduces them to slavish compliance,
the people, when authorized by the states, may
legally disavow his authority and choose another
prince for their defense.” Almost two centuries
later thirteen American Colonies declared: “When
government deliberately seeks to reduce the
people under absolute despotism, the people
have a right, indeed a duty, to alter or abolish that
form of government and to create new guards for
their future security.” The right of self-government
has a long European history. The South Was
Right! The war is not over until freedom is won!

Two European scholars came to New Orleans during the hot
and humid days of July (2016) and wanted to meet one of the
authors of The South Was Right! It was a most interesting
meeting especially because they spoke perfect English but I
am sure they had an interesting time understanding my
Southern accent! I left the meeting very impressed with their
love of national sovereignty in the face of European Union
domination and their special interest in nullification and
secession as a Southern political idea. As political scientists
they stressed that from their vantage point it seemed that the
South’s best approach would be to press the issue of the
Constitutional right of nullification and champion the right of
secession only after the Federal government rejects the
legitimate demands of state nullification. The reason was that
it would allow time for the public to come to terms with the
idea that they do indeed have the right to be a free and
sovereign state.
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The Cause Is Not Lost—We Are Winning In Public Opinion Polls!
Recent opinion polls have consistently demonstrated that up to 70% of people do not approve of
The
Perfect Christmas Gift for the Southerner
removing Confederate monuments. Other polls have documented between 20 to 40% of people who still
believe their state has the right to secede from the United States—especially polls taken in the South!
in Your Life
The fact that today so many Southerners still believe in the right of secession—even after
generations of slanderous Yankee lies masquerading as standard American (Yankee) history—
demonstrates an important point. It proves the point that in order for the Yankee Empire’s negative, antiSouth propaganda to be effective, it must be overwhelming, continuous, and allowing no effective reply
from the subjugated people. For the Yankee Empire’s propaganda to be effective, it must be total—it only
takes a relatively small amount of truth to undo the result of the Empire’s negative propaganda. A
dedicated effort of even a small number of Southerners could awaken, in the hearts of the subjugated
people, a desire to be rid of their chains. Such a dedicated effort could awaken the desire to claim for
themselves and their children the right to live under a government based upon their free and unfettered
Give
consent and to live in a nation where the moral values they cherish are respected and defended.
Imagine what the previously discussed opinion poll results would have been if, for the previous four
years, there had been an active, organized effort to challenge the legitimacy of the Yankee Empire’s
abusive rule of the South! Think about what a difference it would have made, not only in these recent polls
but in the Southern society at large. Think about what a difference it would have made if there had been
shadow governments established in even half of the Southern states for the past four years! Try to picture
in your mind the difference it would have made if the Southern people had just one statewide elected
official who would consistently use his office as a “bully pulpit” to encourage the people of the South to
Give the gift of Southern Freedom—“Where there is no vision the people perish.”
defend their moral social values, their Confederate heritage, their Confederate monuments, and their
legitimate right to be the master in their own homes—the right of local self-government. This spokesman,
occupying a bully pulpit, would be a true unreconstructed Southerner who would travel the South
expounding the virtues of regaining the right to live under a legitimate government—a government that
answers to the people of the sovereign states—and a leader who exhorts the people of the South to rise
again in defense of their freedom.
Imagine the difference if the South had a spokesperson who would work for the best interest of the
people of the South and not the best interest of crony capitalists on Wall Street and their donor-class
running dogs in Washington, D. C. Imagine the difference in the poll results if an elected official had been
traveling around the South denouncing the Yankee Empire as an illegitimate governing force! Think about
the value of a true Southerner who is elected to high office but whose role in life is not to be a successful
politician in the Yankee Empire’s political apparatus but to help to organize the people of the South and
challenge the Yankee Empire on the national and international stage. What a difference it would have
made! There would have been no massive movement to remove the Ten Commandments from public
display, promote anti-Christian, hedonistic, vulgar lifestyles, nor would there be an ongoing campaign to
destroy the last vestige of Southern history—instead, there would have been hundreds of Confederate
flags posted on highways all across the South and more going up every month until freedom would be
won! And any scalawag politician who betrayed the South would be made to pay politically at the next
election or immediately via a recall petition. All of this “could have been,” but unfortunately, the South has
lacked dreamers, visionaries, and nonviolent revolutionaries. The South’s political and Southern heritage
leadership preferred to remain docile and pacified rather than risk being labeled “extremists,” or
“controversial.” When faced with the choice of striking for freedom or the safe comfort of bondage, they
have consistently made the coward’s choice and remained silent and pacified—good “patriotic” subjects
and sycophants of the Yankee Empire.
[This article is take from the manuscript of the Kennedy Twins upcoming book—release date summer 2018:
Yankee Empire: Aggressive Abroad and Despotic at Home.]
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“I Pledge Allegiance”
School children in Southington, CT
in 1942 reciting the Bellamy
Pledge of Allegiance in the era
before it became customary to
place hand over heart. The
Bellamy Pledge was created postWar at the insistence of the Grand
Army of the Republic in order to
complete the work begun by
Lincoln’s invasion and conquest of
the
democratically
elected,
peaceful, sovereign nation—the
Confederate States of America. All
empires, such as King George’s or
Lincoln’s, claim to be indivisible!

Autographed copies of the Kennedy Twins Books. Make payable and send check or money order to: Ole
South Books, 275 Dan Acree Rd., Downsville, La. 71234. All books shipped via Priority Mail (prices
include shipping). Non-autographed Kennedy print copy books and e-books are also available via online
book suppliers.
The South Was Right! $31.50
Myths of American Slavery $28.50
Uncle Seth Fought the Yankees $26.50
Punished with Poverty $21.50
Why Not Freedom! $21.50
Rekilling Lincoln $28.50
A View of the Constitution (Rawle) $16.50

Was Jefferson Davis Right? $21.50
Reclaiming Liberty $26.50
Nullifying Tyranny $21.50
Dixie Rising- Rules for Rebels $16.50
Lincoln’s Marxists $31.50

Book titles in italics indicate hardback book—all others paperback.
Any questions regarding autographed copies contact: WDKennedy@Reagan.com

